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MAIN FEATURES OF CONSULAB PRODUCTS
•
•
•
•

Mobility
Short set-up time
Circuit components arranged in logical order
Components and corresponding industry standard
symbols are visible

•
•
•
•
•

Occupies only a small area of the work bench
Easily stored
Additional components may be added to modules
Designed with student safety in mind
In tune with industry practices

LIMITED WARRANTY
ConsuLab warrantees that all systems which it manufactures are free from defects in workmanship and materials, provided
that they are used under normal conditions and within the limits of the relevant specifications. This warranty is effective for
one year from the date of delivery, and excludes any other warranty, whether oral or implied, such as (but not restricted to)
any warranty as to fitness for a particular use.
ConsuLab will repair or replace at its sole discretion any part found to be defective during the period of the warranty.
The liability of ConsuLab is limited to repairing or replacing parts in the system found to be defective and under no
circumstances will ConsuLab assume responsibility for losses or other expenses which arise directly or indirectly from any
malfunction of the system.
In no circumstances can ConsuLab be held liable for any personal injury or material loss or damage to any person
or equipment, which is caused by any defect in the system other than as covered in this warranty. This warranty is
not transferable. Any unauthorized modification in the system, or any falsification or removal of the serial number will
immediately render this warranty null and void.

CATALOGUE CONTENTS
ConsuLab is not responsible for any missing or erroneous information contained in this catalogue. Product images are
provided for informational purposes only, and may not reflect the exact configuration of the final product. ConsuLab reserves
the right to change or modify the contents of this catalogue without notice.

ADDRESS
4210, rue Jean-Marchand
Québec, Québec G2C 1Y6
CANADA
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
For over 45 years, ConsuLab has been devoted to helping you teach technology. This is more than just a saying or a marketing
line; this is at the core of ConsuLab’s beliefs. From our beginnings in 1969, ConsuLab has specialized in manufacturing and
distributing high-quality training equipments to you help you teach ever-evolving technology.
Over this time, we have developed a reputation for quality and innovation in the fields of motive power and transportation
technology, including electricity, electronics, hydraulics and pneumatics, as well as electrical engineering programs. We do not
build simulators. We build training equipment that can be used for many years. All of our training aids are built to better utilize
instructors’ time and help student succeed in their programs, thus helping to prepare them to successfully enter the workforce.
We wholeheartedly believe in trying to save you time in the classroom, and that is what we think our training aids do. The majority
of our training aids allow you to insert faults into the system, helping the student develop critical thinking and troubleshooting
abilities, vital skills needed for success. Many of our training aids come complete with extensive support material including lab
activities, student assignments, quizzes, and skill assessment tests, all of which correlate with different provincial curricula.
As an instructor, you know what a challenge it can be to keep your students focused and on track. Today’s students are visual
and kinaesthetic learners; they learn by seeing and doing. Our products encourage students to get their hands dirty, to work
with the product. Safety features built into each training aid help your students to learn safely. We know that this system works.
Your students will benefit from working with ConsuLab training aids in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

Increases speed of learning;
Better troubleshooting skills;
Development of critical thinking processes;
Higher confidence levels; and,
Maintaining motivation through a correlation between the training aid and the realities faced in the workplace.

Our training aids are built to our high standards of quality by artisans who take immense pride in each product made.
Before shipping your order, each product is put through a rigorous quality control check to ensure that it performs
according to its designed purposes. Your complete satisfaction with each purchase is our number one priority.
To help you find area specific training aids, this catalogue, as well as our website, is organized into the major subject
areas related to truck and heavy equipment technology programs.
We are devoted to the technical education industry. We employ former educators and technicians. Our products are
designed to help you achieve your teaching objectives. Because we are passionate about helping train the highest quality
of future truck and heavy equipment technicians, we partner with many industry organizations, including NACAT and
Skills Compétences Canada.
We thank you for this opportunity and encourage you to take time to look through this catalogue and our website to find
the training aids which will help save you time and teach technology.
Best regards,

Kevin Boden
President
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
TESTIMONIALS
“When I hear the name ‘ConsuLab’, I know I can expect superior quality all around! Whether it’s the superb training, advanced training
equipment or outstanding customer support I know I am getting the best to be offered . I have served in the U .S military for over 10 years
and as an automotive and diesel mechanic I have experienced all kinds of training and dealt with a vast amount of training equipment and
I can say that ‘ConsuLab’ is second to none!“
Jaimeson Sammons, CM2, USN
Construction Mechanic Advance Instructor
Naval Construction Training Center

“These are wonderful trainers! With the ability to remote control them with a laptop, real life situations can be simulated (read: intermittent
faults) and it also helps with so many different areas of expertise! San Jacinto College has these trainers and couldn’t be more satisfied.
Well done, ConsuLab!”
J.P. Goins
GM ASEP Instructor
San Jacinto College
La Porte, Texas

“I’ve been trying to teach 13 speed powerflow for years, I can finally get the theory across to students. I can now teach range cylinder
operation, split cylinder operation, pre selection concept and double clutching. Thank you Consulab for another premium training aid.”
Doug Poteet
Elizabethtown Community and Technical College

“These trainers along with the light boards that we have purchased over the past several years has made my job teaching basic automotive
electrical to our 1st year motive power students much easier.
Being able to cover electrical circuits in theory and then observing each student build a circuit that operates as it should is not only
rewarding to me but to the student themselves. It proves to them that even though it may be one of the subjects they struggle in, taking a
little time with the correct tools and equippment, electrical diagnosis does not have to be as intimidating as they may think.
I highly recommend theses trainers to anyone that has the task of teaching electrical diagnosis.
Thanks again.”
Tony Prochilo
Centennial College
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DIESEL ENGINES
EPA & TIER 4 EMISSIONS AND IMPACT ON TEACHING

HV-950
CUMMINS ISX15
WITH AFTERTREATMENT
(SHOWN)

•

With all of the emphasis on exhaust emissions from government mandates, today’s diesel
manufacturers have had to make changes to meet these standards. These mandates are now being
applied to the medium and heavy diesel engine markets.

•

Manufacturers use two ways to reduce particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions
in large engines.

•

The first is with cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) paired with an exhaust filter. Cooled EGR
lowers NOx while the exhaust filter reduces PM.

•

The second way to reduce these emissions is with selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and a diesel
oxidation catalyst (DOC). The SCR system lowers NOx while the DOC reduces the remaining PM.
Machines also can use a combination of cooled EGR, an exhaust filter, and SCR to reach the
extremely low levels required by Final Tier 4 regulations.

•

ConsuLab builds training aids to teach these new technologies. From diesel engine benches to
cutaway exhaust filters (DEF) ConsuLab can provide you with the latest training aids to help you
teach technology!
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DIESEL ENGINES
HV-950 CATERPILLAR DIESEL ENGINE BENCHES
Educational Advantages
• Demonstration of major engine systems
to students without the access
limitations of a complete vehicle
• Ability to insert driveability faults to the engine
with real world symptoms, OEM DTC’s
and malfunction indicator lamp
• Functional DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

Application
• Caterpillar C4.4 Tier 4 Final
• Caterpillar C7.1 Tier 4 Final

Standard Equipment and Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

CATERPILLAR C4.4
TIER 4 FINAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(SHOWN)

New OEM I-4 or 1-6, 4-stroke cycle diesel engine
Meet Tier 4 Final standard emissions requirements
OEM CAT ECM and wiring
Exhaust and aftertreatment systems
Air filter
Radiator and cooling fan complete
with protective guards
Fuel pedal
Tubular steel mounting frame
Heavy duty casters with 2 locking swivels
Fuel tank
12V batteries (2) with case
Battery cut-off switch
Panic buttons (one for C4.4) (two for C7)
Dashboard including:
- Programmable digital display
- ECM breakout box
- Ignition key switch w/test points
- Indicator lamps
- Enabling/disabling switches
- Power take-off control
- DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

Fully Functional OEM Vehicle Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic high pressure common rail
Power take-off (PTO)
Diesel particulate filter (DPF)
Diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC)
NOx reduction system (NRS) (C7)
Selective catalytic reduction system (SCR)

Optional Equipment
• Electronic programmable fault box (12 faults)
• Manual fault box (12 faults)
• Dust cover

CATERPILLAR C7
TIER 4 FINAL
(SHOWN)
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DIESEL ENGINES
HV-950 JOHN-DEERE DIESEL ENGINE BENCHES
Educational Advantages

• Demonstration of major engine systems
to students without the access
limitations of a complete vehicle
• Ability to insert driveability faults to the engine
with real world symptoms, OEM DTC’s
and malfunction indicator lamp
• Functional DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

Application

• John Deere 4045, 4.5L, Tier 4 Final
• John Deere 6068, 6.8L, Tier 4 Final

Standard Equipment and Features

• New OEM 4 or 6-cyl.,4-stroke cycle diesel engine
with variable geometry turbocharger (VGT)
• Meet Tier 4 Final standard emission requirements
• OEM ECM and wiring harness
• Air filter
• Air-to-air intercooled
• Radiator and cooling fan complete w/protective guards
• Exhaust and aftertreatment systems
• Fuel pedal
• Tubular steel mounting frame
• Heavy duty casters with 2 locking swivels
• Fuel tank
• 12V batteries (2) with case
• Battery cut-off switch
• Panic buttons (2)
• Dashboard including:
- Programmable digital display
- ECM breakout box
- Ignition key switch w/test points
- Indicator lamps
- Enabling/disabling switches
- Power take-off control
- DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

JOHN-DEERE 6068
6.8L TIER 4
(SHOWN)

Fully Functional OEM Vehicle Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common rail fuel injection system
PTO (power take-off)
Cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system
Diesel particulate filter (DPF)
Diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC)
Selective catalytic reduction system (SCR)

Optional Equipment

JOHN-DEERE 4045
4.5L TIER 4

• Electronic programmable fault box (12 faults)
• Manual fault box (12 faults)
• Dust cover

(SHOWN)
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DIESEL ENGINES
HV-950 CUMMINS DIESEL ENGINE BENCHES
Educational Advantages
• Demonstration of major engine systems
to students without the access
limitations of a complete vehicle
• Ability to insert driveability faults to the engine
with real world symptoms, OEM DTC’s
and malfunction indicator lamp
• Functional DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

Application
•
•
•
•
•

Cummins ISB6.7 EPA 2013
Cummins ISL9 EPA 2013
Cummins ISX15 EPA 2013
Cummins QSB6.7, TIER 4 Final
Cummins QSL9 TIER 4 Final

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New OEM diesel engine w/VGT® turbocharger
Meets EPA2013 or Tier 4 Final emissions requirements
OEM Cummins ECM and wiring
Cummins Direct Flow® air filter
Air-to-air intercooled
Radiator and cooling fan complete w/protective guards
Exhaust and aftertreatment systems
Fuel pedal
Tubular steel mounting frame
Heavy duty casters with 2 locking swivels
Diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) tank
12V batteries (2) with case
Battery cut-off switch
Panic buttons (2)
Electronic programmable fault box (12 faults)
Dashboard including:
- Digital display
- ECM breakout box
- Ignition key switch w/test points
- Indicator lamps
- Enabling/disabling switches
- Power take-off control
- DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

Standard Equipment and Features
CUMMINS ISB 6.7L
EPA 2013
(SHOWN)

Fully Functional OEM Vehicle Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

CUMMINS QSB 6.7L
TIER 4
(SHOWN)

Electronic high pressure common rail
Power take-off (PTO)
Diesel particulate filter (DPF)
Diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC)
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)
Selective catalyst reduction (SCR)

Optional Equipment

• Electronic programmable fault box (12 faults)
• Manual fault box (12 faults)
• Dust cover
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DIESEL ENGINES
HV-950 CUSTOM DIESEL ENGINE BENCHES
A ConsuLab custom diesel engine trainer
equipped with an engine from any application
of your choice.
Educational Advantages
• Demonstration of major engine systems
to students without the access
limitations of a complete vehicle
• Ability to insert driveability faults to the engine
with real world symptoms, OEM DTC’s
and malfunction indicator lamp
• Functional DLC using SAE J1939 protocols

Application
• Diesel engine of your choice
• Available new or recycled

Standard Equipment and Features

VOLVO D13 VNL-64
VECTRO EPA 2010

• All OEM components, wiring, connectors
and wire colors

(SHOWN)

• No component simulation
• Integrated ECM breakout box
• Manual or electronic programmable fault box

Options
• ConsuLab can custom design an engine bench
with any feature or troubleshooting protocol
required by individual program or instructor
requirements.

Examples
• DPF (diesel particulate filter)
• SCR (selective catalyst reduction)
• Urea injection
• Engine brake (jake brake)
• PTO (power take-off)
• Common rail
• Unit injectors

DETROIT DIESEL DD15
14.8L EPA 2010
(SHOWN)
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DIESEL ENGINES
STANDARD EQUIPMENT AND FEATURES FOR ALL DIESEL ENGINE BENCHES
Integrated Breakout Box
• Test points for all ECM terminals sized for
standard meter leads

Dashboard with Digital Display
• Multifunction display with code reading capabilities

OEM Radiator and
Intercooler

After-treatment Unit
• In compliance with
manufacture year

• OEM components are
used throughout the
trainer to provide OEM
product continuity

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT AND FEATURES
Electronic Programmable
Fault Box
• 12 engine faults

Transmission and
Dynamometer
Capabilities
• Available with
a transmission or setup
for dynamometer use

• See page 11 for complete
product description

Manual Fault Box

Vinyl Dust Cover

• 12 engine faults

• Taylor made for
covering your entire
custom engine bench

• See page 11 for complete
product description
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DIESEL ENGINES
ELECTRONIC PROGRAMMABLE FAULT BOX
Educational Advantages

• Allows insertion of faults for the diesel engine system
(if included on bench), with real problems, codes and
other indicators

Features

EM-250

PROGRAMMABLE
FAULT BOX

Remote Controller
Contrôleur à distance

LOCAL & REMOTE
CONTROL

ESC
ENT

ECT
INJ

ON/OFF

SD+
A/C 1

CONSULAB

IAT
FP

MAP
CKP

APP
A/C 2

HO2S 1
A/C 3

• Sensor signals can be modified to produce real world
symptoms and operating conditions
• Remote control using a dedicated software interface
connected to a Windows® based PC via USB port
• Fault selection and adjustment of intermittent faults
can be set directly or by remote control (duty cycle
and duration)
• Inserted fault status is indicated by panel LED’s
multifunction display with code reading capabilities

MAF
CMP
H02S 2
A/C 4

EM-250-2

ConsuLab

www.consul
ab.com

Remote Controller

• Easy to install Windows®-based software allows you
to control the fault box remotely via a USB cable
(included with software connected to your Windows®
computer)
• Engine systems respond to created conditions and
inserted faults with real world symptoms,OEM DTC’s
and MIL (malfunction indicator light) operation
• • Allows insertion of single or multiple faults in the
engine and/or AC systems
• Major engine sensor signals can be adjusted to
produce a variety of engine operating conditions

MANUAL FAULT BOX FOR ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Educational Advantages
• Engine systems respond to created conditions and 		
inserted faults with real world symptoms,OEM DTC’s
and MIL operation

Features
• This fault box allows the insertion of single or multiple
faults in the engine control system
• Major engine sensor signals can be adjusted to produce
a variety of engine operating conditions
• Faults are inserted by selecting switches for each condition
• Signals can be varied using adjustment knobs
• Signals can be read at the test points provided, at the
breakout box or on the scan tool data display
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DIESEL ENGINES
DIESEL ENGINE CUTAWAYS
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
Educational Advantages
• Engine, transmission or component of your choice
• Completely enclosed for safe observation
• Rotating device options to include hand crank
or electric motor with reductor gears

NON
CONTRACTUAL
PHOTO

SUPERCHARGER
Educational Advantages
• Provides students with full accessibility to observe all
internal components of a supercharger and how they
interact with each other
• Able to rotate supercharger by hand for demonstration
purposes

TURBOCHARGER
Educational Advantages
• Students can observe the movement
of the variable-vane turbine
• Variable nozzle turbine vanes can be actuated
from minimum to maximum
• All internal components are visible for better
understanding of turbo operation
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BRAKES
BENDIX® BASIC AIR BRAKE TRAINER WITHOUT ABS/ATC
Educational Advantages
• Students can observe tractor/trailer component
operation in a classroom environment
• Being smaller than a truck, students can easily
perform hands on operations
• Requires a 120VAC power source and
a 135-140 psi air supply
• Application: Bendix®
HV-125
(SHOWN)

PREMIUM BENDIX® ADVANCED AIR BRAKE TRAINER WITH ABS/ATC/ESP
Educational Advantages
• Students can observe tractor/trailer component
operation in a classroom environment
• Being smaller than a truck, students can easily
perform hands on operations
• Requires a 120VAC power source and
a 135-140 psi air supply
• Show real ABS and ATC operation
• 60+ real world faults
• J1587 diagnostic port allows for use of a laptop
or hand held scan tools
• Electronic stability control system included
• Application: Bendix®

HV-125P
(SHOWN)

AIR BRAKE TRAINER WITH BENDIX® ABS/ATC
Educational Advantages
• Students can observe tractor/trailer component
operation in a classroom environment
• Being smaller than a truck, students can easily
perform hands on operations
• Requires a 120VAC power source and
a 135-140 psi air supply
• Show real ABS and ATC operation
• 46 real world faults
• J1587 diagnostic port allows for use of a laptop
or hand held scan tools
• Application: Bendix®

HV-125B
(SHOWN)
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BRAKES
MERITOR/WABCO® “E” VERSION AIR BRAKE TRAINER WITH ABS/ATC
Educational Advantages
• Students can observe tractor/trailer component operation
in a classroom environment
• Being smaller than a truck, students can easily perform
hands on operations
• Requires a 120VAC power source and a 135-140 psi
air supply
• Show real ABS and ATC operation
• 43 real world faults
• J1587 diagnostic port allows for use of a laptop or
hand held scan tools
• Application: Meritor/Wabco®

HV-125W
(SHOWN)

AIR DISC/DRUM BRAKE TRAINER
Educational Advantages
• Allows to demonstrate air brake systems to students
without the access limitations of a complete vehicle
• Functional
• Includes air reservoir
• Includes Bendix® SR5 valves
• Needs air supply requirements
• Application: Bendix®

HV-126 DISC
(SHOWN)

CUTAWAY AIR DRUM BRAKE TRAINER
Educational Advantages
• Allows visualization of air brake drum function
• Cam follower single or dual anchor
• Uses shop air to duplicate actual operating
conditions
• Complete operational air brake drum
• Needs air supply requirements
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ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
MEDIUM / HEAVY TRUCK LIGHTING SYSTEM TRAINERS
Educational Advantages
• The HV-1918 trainer is a complete heavy vehicle lighting
system with front, rear, brake, clearance, turn/hazard
and backup lights with a 7 wire connector
• CSA/UL approved power supply
• Most complete heavy vehicle lighting and accessory circuit
trainer available
• Modular LED lights (except headlights) that match
on-highway truck components
• Built to train up to four students at a time
STANDARD MODELS
Features
• Available single sided (HV-1918S) or double sided (HV-1918D)
• Manual fault box with 2 faults for the Front Lights
• Manual fault box with 10 faults for the Lighting Switch Control

HV-1918-1S
SINGLE SIDED

Contents:

(SHOWN)

• HV-1918-01 Front Lights Moduponent® (52924)
• HV-1918-02 Control Panel Moduponent® (52925)
• HV-1918-03 Rear Lights Moduponent®(52926)
• HV-1918-08 5-Clearance Lights Kit (52928)
• HV-1918-07 Daytime Running Lights (52927)
• HV-1918-12A Set of 89 jumper leads (52557)
• Stand with lockable storage box (52438)
• 12VDC Power Supply (52439)
Optional Equipment
• HV-1918-04 Trailer lights Moduponent® (52959)
• HV-1918-1U Upgrade Kit (#52929-1) — This upgrade kit
converts a single sided trainer to a double side. Each kit
contains:
		
- HV-1918-01 Front Lights Moduponent®(1)
		
- HV-1918-02 Control Panel Moduponent® (1)
		
- HV-1918-03 Rear Lights with red turn/brake lights
		
Modupnent® (1)
		
- HV-1918-07 Daytime Running Lights Moduponent® (1)
		
- HV-1918-12A Set of 89 jumper wires (1)
		
- 12VDC Power Supply (1)
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ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
CAN BUS MULTIPLEX TRAINERS
Educational Advantages
• Included user manual with theory explanations of CAN Bus,
student exercises, schematics, sample scope patterns and
check tests
• Includes four (4) modules that replicate heavy vehicle
applications including (instrument cluster, input, engine
and output modules). Trainer can also be used to instruct
basics of CAN Bus automotive.
• Includes digital and analog inputs/outputs
• Each module has test points for individual diagnosis and
testing
• J-1939 display on Moduponent® panel for observation of real
time circuit changes
• Available single sided (MP-1918-1S) or
double sided (MP-1918-1D)
INCLUDED COMPONENTS:
MODUPONENT® MP-1918-01 MASTER PANEL
MP-1918-1S
SINGLE SIDED

• Electronic fault box with 12 integrated faults and connecter
(keypad controlled with instructor key)
• Diagnostic test terminals
• Instrument cluster section
• Turn signal switch
• Brake switch
• Hazard switch
• Backup switch
• Headlamp switch
• Power indicator lamp
• Circuit fuses
• Input module section
• Engine brake mode switch
• End of line (termination resistor) #1
• Ground terminals (Black)
• Battery terminals (Red)
• CAN Bus LO terminals (Green)
• CAN Bus HI terminals (Yellow)

(SHOWN)

ALSO AVAILABLE: HV-1918-MP TRAINER
• Combines an HV-1918-1S trainer on one side,
with an MP-1918-1S trainer on the opposite side
• Has two completely separate heavy vehicle
lighting systems

MODUPONENT® MP-1918-03 REAR LIGHTS PANEL
• Rear clearance marker lights
• Positive terminals (Red)
• Right/turn/stop LED lights
• 7-way trailer connecter & terminals
• Black, red, green & yellow jumper wires for circuit connections
• Backup light
• License plate light
• Left/turn/stop LED lights
• Ground terminal (Black)

MODUPONENT® MP-1918-02 CAN Bus PANEL
• Engine control module section
• Accelerator pedal switch
• CAN Bus junction block
• Output module
• End of line (termination resistor) #2
• Ground terminals (Black)
• Battery terminals (Red)
• CAN Bus LO terminals (Green)
• CAN Bus HI terminals (Yellow)
• Fault box connecter
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ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
CL-1919-05 OHM’S LAW AND DC CIRCUITS TRAINER
This training aid is the most efficient way to teach basic
electrical and electrical theory by allowing the student to
build basic DC Circuits. This self-contained educational
learning system is designed to help you teach introductory
DC electrical circuit operation and Ohm’s Law principles
using common electrical system components.
• Comprehensive manual with student activity
assignments covering basic electricity, Ohm’s Law
principles, electrical component operation, DC
circuit construction and operation, and DMM setup,
use, and meter interpretation.
• Self-powered board has a power supply with
overload protection that protects the components.
• Built-in DMM powered by the board’s power supply,
and requires no battery or fuse replacement (the
only meter fuse is located on the panel for low
amperage testing).
• Students can use the multimeter for electrical
measurements and diagnosis even after the circuit
breaker is tripped.
• Front panel features industry-standard diagrams
for component identification.
• Provided jumper wires allow the students to build
circuits on the board for several different electrical
components and will quickly and efficiently teach
tem series and parallel circuit construction.

CL-1919-05-12 STORAGE CABINET
At ConsuLab, we know how limited your
classroom space is. That’s why we created
this portable storage case for our Ohm’s Law
training aids.
• Holds up to 12 of ConsuLab Ohm’s Law
and DC circuits trainers (CL-1919-05).
• Interior storage compartments for spare
components, leads, and manuals.
• Casters swivel and lock.
• Lockable hasp.
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ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
MD-4000 SERIES MODULAR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TRAINER
This is a versatile and adaptable electrical/electronic
training board that allows students to build electronic
circuits.
• Can be used for teaching basic Ohm’s Law
principles, as well as more complex electronic
circuits.
• Self-contained unit has a built-in adjustable power
supply and holds up to 16 different Moduponents®.
• Over 30 different Moduponents® are available in
the MD-4000 series.
• Uses industry standard schematic symbols.
• Can help you meet many of the electrical/
electronics tasks required by your curriculum.

EXAMPLES OF MD-4000 MODUPONENTS®

MD-4053
MAP SENSOR
(SHOWN)

MD-4050
VARIABLE
RELUCTANCE
SENSOR
(SHOWN)
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Available Moduponents®
53061
53074
53095
53062
53096
53097
53070
53068
53069
53072
53071
53067
53085
53082
53079
53080
53132
53130
53063
53098
53182
53064
53065
53066
53073
53083
53081
53134
53133
53181
53084
53075
53076
53077

MD-4000
MD-4001
MD-4002
MD-4010
MD-4011
MD-4020
MD-4030
MD-4040
MD-4041
MD-4050
MD-4051
MD-4052
MD-4053
MD-4054
MD-4055
MD-4056
MD-4057
MD-4062
MD-4070
MD-4071
MD-4080
MD-4090
MD-4091
MD-4110
MD-4111
MD-4112
MD-4113
MD-4114
MD-4120
MD-4121
MD-4130
MD-4140
MD-4141
MD-4142

DC power supply
Pulse width modulator
5v regulator
Resistors (4)
Resistors (10)
Condensers (4)
Potentiometer
12vdc ISO relay
Flasher relay
Variable reluctance sensor
Hall effect sensor
ECT thermistor
MAP sensor
TP sensor
Piezo knock sensor
Ultrasonic sensor
2-wire ABS sensor
PTC thermistor
Incandescent & LED light bulbs
LED (4)
ECM
SPST toggle switches (2)
DPDT toggle switches (2)
Horn
Cooling fan
Idle stepper motor
Chime
Solenoid
Injector
Spark plug
Fuses
Diodes
Optical sensors (3)
Transistors

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS TRAINING BOARDS
ConsuLab manufactures vehicle system specific training boards to help teach system diagnosis and circuit construction.
Each of these training aids is designed to cover many curriculum required tasks. These fully functional trainers have been
designed specifically for today’s visual learner giving them an up close, hands-on approach to these systems. Space saving
and easy to store, these training boards provide tremendous time saving opportunities for instructors. Contact us to discuss
various storage options available for this series.

List of Available EM-200 Series Trainers
52602
52603-4C
52604-4C
52605
52606
52592
52609
52610
52611
52612
52789
52855
52339
52932
52166
52791
52984
53054
53137

EM-200-01
EM-200-02D4C
EM-200-03D4C
EM-200-04
EM-200-05
EM-200-06
EM-200-09
EM-200-10
EM-200-11
EM-200-12
EM-200-14
EM-200-17
EM-200-18
EM-200-19
EM-200-22
EM-200-24
EM-200-25
EM-200-28
EM-200-29

Instrument cluster trainer
Power window system trainer — GM 4-door
Power door lock system trainer — GM 4-door
Horn system trainer
Power seat system trainer
Wiper and washer system trainer
Tabletop stand for EM-200 series trainers
Storage cabinet for EM-200 series trainers
Blower motor system trainer
Distributor ignition system trainer
Coil-on-plug ignition system trainer
Audio system trainer
Electric assist power steering trainer
Starting system trainer
EVAP system trainer
Waste-spark ignition system trainer)
Speed and position sensors Trainer (See p. 20)
Driveshaft angle trainer (See p. 23)
Hybrid planetary set trainer

EM-200-11
BLOWER MOTOR
SYSTEM TRAINER
(SHOWN)

This training aid features even more educational
advantages that will help your students diagnose
issues associated with a vehicle’s HVAC blower
motor system.
•
•
•

•
•

EM-200-01
INSTRUMENT
CLUSTER TRAINER

EM-200-02
POWER WINDOW
SYSTEM TRAINER

(SHOWN)

(SHOWN)

Our power window system trainer is mounted on an
acrylic board with OEM matching wire colours.
•
•
•
•

Students can wire the circuits using provided
leads.
Fault box with four inserted faults.
Component identification including OEM
HVAC controls, blower motor, blower and
blower motor resistor with OEM matching
wire colours.
Test points for diagnosis.
Requires 12v power supply.

Our instrument cluster trainer provides real world
examples of how a vehicle instrument cluster
works, without having to disassemble a dashboard.

Fault insertion is included.
Available as two or four door models.
Students can wire circuits using supplied
leads.
Requires a 12v power supply.

•
•
•
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Mounted on an acrylic board with OEM
matching wire colours.
Fault insertion is included.
Requires a 12v power supply.

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
EM-200-25 SPEED AND POSITION SENSORS TRAINER
The ConsuLab speed and position sensors trainer is used
to demonstrate the operation, diagnosis and testing of
common types of analog and digital speed and position
sensors as they operate on a real vehicle.
• Includes inductive, Hall effect and magnetoresistive sensors.
• Sensors are driven by a variable speed electric
motor to create different operating conditions.
• Provides a safe and effective method of
demonstrating the operating principles of different
types of speed and position sensors used on
today’s vehicles.
• Allows students clear visualization of sensors
without the access limitation of a vehicle.
• Allows full diagnosis and testing with DVOM and
oscilloscope.
• Switches allow the sensor to be disconnected/
connected
• in the circuit for real-world testing purposes.
• Includes manual with student activities.
• Requires standard 120 VAC outlet for operation.

EC-520 CUTAWAY BATTERY
• Visualization of the inside of a car battery and how
it functions.
• With no electrolyte in this cutaway, it’s safe for
your classroom.
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ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
EC-510HV CUTAWAY STARTER
The ConsuLab EC-510HV Diesel Starting System Trainer
demonstrates the internal operation of a heavy duty diesel
starter and permits the student to visualize and safely
operate the system.
• Fully functional cutaway starter.
• Allows students to view all internal starter components
during live starter operation.
• Starter is enclosed in Plexiglas to ensure student
safety.
• Requires 12V to operate.

EC-500HV CUTAWAY ALTERNATOR
The ConsuLab EC-500HV Cutaway Diesel Alternator
demonstrates the internal operation of a heavy duty diesel
alternator and permits the student to visualize and safely
rotate the system.
• Alternator application of your choice.
• Able to rotate the alternator by hand for
demonstration purposes.
• Allows full access to internal components for student
visualization without the limitations of an assembled
component.

EM-500 CHARGING SYSTEM TRAINERS
The EM-500 series trainers are designed to demonstrate the
operation of automotive charging systems.
• Variable speed drive that changes alternator input
(engine speed) as it does an actual vehicle.
• Available as externally regulated, internally regulated
and PCM controlled.
• Visualization of how the regulator or PCM controls the
alternator output as the speed and electrical load vary.
• Equipped with all safety equipment required for
demonstration.
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DRIVE TRAIN
ALLISON TRANSMISSION CUTAWAYS
The ConsuLab Allison transmission cutaways have been
specifically designed for teaching heavy duty automatic
transmission theory and operation. It has been strategically
sectioned and cutaway to allow students to visualize the
internal transmission functions.
Educational Advantages
EC-1106-3
3000 SERIES

• Driven by hand crank or electric motor with
reductor gears.
• Cutaway feature allows students to view internal
construction and component layout.
• Allows visualization of gear changes, planetary
gear sets, clutches and band operation.
• Gear changes can be made using regulated air
pressure and provided controls.

(SHOWN)

List of Available Cutaway Models
52742-2 EC-1106-2 Allison 2000 Series
52742-3 EC-1106-3 Allison 3000 Series
52742-4 EC-1106-4 Allison 4000 Series

EC-1108 SERIES CUTAWAY EATON TRANSMISSION

The EC-1108 cutaway Eaton transmission has been designed for teaching Eaton heavy-duty transmission theory and
operation. This model provides several forward speeds and reverses, consisting of a front section and an auxiliary section.
The auxiliary section contains LO and HI range ratios, and the L and H splitter gear ratios. When in HI range, the gear ratios
can be split by using the splitter control button.
• Driven by hand crank (EC-1108).
• Allows visualization of gear changes.
• Gear changes can be made using regulated air pressure and provided controls.
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DRIVE TRAIN
EC-431 CUTAWAY OPEN ADJUSTABLE REAR DIFFERENTIAL
The ConsuLab EC-431 cutaway trainer is an application
that can be chosen to demonstrate the operation of a
differential equipped with adjustment screws.
• Allows visualization of the internal function of each
component.
• Screws easily adjust the pinion depth and backlash
for quick pattern demonstrations.
• Driven by a hand crank.

EM-1100 PLANETARY GEAR SET
The ConsuLab EM-1100 Planetary Gear Set is a simple
gear assembly that consists of 3 primary components: The
ring gear (the outer most gear), 3 planetary gears that are
housed by a carrier assembly (the green gears), and a sun
gear (the yellow gear in the center of the gear set).
•
•
•
•
•

Easy student visualization of planetary operation.
Sun, ring gear and carrier can be held or driven.
Seven operational modes can be demonstrated.
Table top portability.
Optimal size for classroom.

EM-200-28 DRIVESHAFT ANGLE TRAINER
Our driveshaft angle trainer demonstrates the physics of
acceleration and deceleration of the driveline universal
joints and does so in both a visual and audible way.
• Variances in speed caused by the universal joint
flexing can be audibly demonstrated using toothed
wheels.
• Incorporates a slip clutch so the driveshaft can be
handled and stopped by hand without injury.
• Different driveshaft angles can be selected using
the adjustment system.
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HVAC
EM-2000 SERIES AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM TRAINERS

EM-2000-HB
A/C SYSTEM
WITH H-BLOCK (TXV)
(SHOWN)

EM-2000-TXV
A/C SYSTEM
WITH TXV

EM-2000-OT
A/C SYSTEM
WITH ORIFICE TUBE

(SHOWN)

(SHOWN)

Using clear sight glasses at the restriction (orifice tube, TXV or H-block), condenser and evaporator, students are able to
see the refrigerant change of state which reinforces basic thermal dynamic principles. We offer three different variants of this
trainer, one that illustrates the orifice tube design of refrigerant flow control, one that uses TXV (thermal expansion valve)
and one that uses the H-block TXV.
• High and low side pressure gauges and OEM R134a service ports provide to provide real-world diagnostic
opportunities.
• Magnetic component identification labels.
• Clear accumulator comes equipped with an internal LED light to show refrigerant flow and change of state.
• Compressor is hermetically sealed and internally protected.
• Digital thermometers, which can be controlled by instructors, located at the inlet and outlet of both evaporator and
condenser allow students to observe the complete A/C system operation.
ALSO AVAILABLE

OPTIONAL
STORAGE CASE

EC-2100
CUTAWAY TXV H-BLOCK
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HVAC
HV-101 HEAVY VEHICLE HVAC TRAINER
The HV-101 Heavy Vehicle HVAC System is based on a
Freightliner Business Class M2 commercial truck and
has been specifically designed for the instruction of air
conditioning systems used in heavy duty vehicles.
• Accessibility of HVAC components is enhanced by
not having the requirement of whole vehicles in the
shop.
• Ability to insert faults creating real-world abnormal
operating conditions for student diagnostic training.
• Trainer can have refrigerant recovered, evacuated
and recharged using service equipment with trainer’s
OEM service ports.
• A/C high and low side gauges and service port
fittings for evacuation and recharge.
• All rotating components are covered with safety
shields or guards to prevent injuries.
• Ability to operate a functional HVAC system in a
classroom environment without needing exhaust
extraction equipment.

EC-2001 SERIES CUTAWAY AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSORS
There are many designs of air conditioning compressors.
ConsuLab builds cutaways for many of these designs.
• Visualization of the internal operation of the A/C
compressor.
• Functioning 12 volt electric clutch for the
engagement or disengagement of the compressor
(when applicable).
EC-2001-07
HYBRID
SCROLL TYPE
(SHOWN)

Available Models
52942
53016
53017
53018
53019
52164
53156

EC-2001-01
VARIABLE
DISPLACEMENT TYPE
w/SLIPPING CLUTCH
(SHOWN)
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EC-2001-01
EC-2001-02
EC-2001-03
EC-2001-04
EC-2001-05
EC-2001-06
EC-2001-07

GM variable displacement w/slipping clutch
Honda variable displacement w/slipping clutch
GM variable displacement
GM scroll type
GM fixed displacement
Honda scroll type
Hybrid scroll type

HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
BASIC HYDRAULICS
The model MF102-H trainers are designed for educational
institutions who want to teach an extensive course in hydraulics
at any level. With over 26 hydraulic components, 10 diagnostic
instruments, and fixed displacement pump and pressurecompensated pump environments (load-sensing optional), the
MF102 series trainers are the most advanced hydraulics training
aids in the world. Available single sided or double sided. Can be
configured with hydraulic components of your choice.

MF102D-H
DOUBLE-SIDED
(SHOWN)

Available Models
MF102S-H
MF102D-H

Single-sided
Double-sided

BASIC HYDRAULICS AND TROUBLESHOOTING
The model MF102-H-TS trainers have the same superb capability
as the MF102-H models for teaching a course in basic hydraulics.
However, an extensive component package has been added
to increase its capability to include a comprehensive course in
troubleshooting hydraulic components and systems. Available
single sided or double sided.

MF102D-H-TS
SINGLE-SIDED
(SHOWN)

Available Models
MF102S-H-TS
MF102D-H-TS

Single-sided
Double-sided

BASIC HYDRAULICS AND TROUBLESHOOTING — ELECTRONIC

MF102D-H-TSE
SINGLE-SIDED
(SHOWN)

The model MF102-H-TSE trainers are Fluid PowerTM flagship
models – they have the same superb component packages as
the MF102-H-TS models. However, the addition of a panel PC
and full-color, interactive, 19-inch (48.3cm), touch-screen makes
it the most advanced 10 diagnostics trainer in the world. Available
single sided or double sided.

Available Models
MF102S-H-TSE
MF102D-H-TSE
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Single-sided
Double-sided

HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
MF100 PLUG-AND-PLAY MODULES
• Can adapt to any MF102 Series trainer
with the use of a universal mounting
bracket.
• 24VDC plug required for modules which
have the troubleshooting/diagnostics
package.
• Simple to install and store.
MF100-ACC
ACCUMULATOR
(SHOWN)

MF100-MDCV
MOBILE DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL VALVE
MODULE

Available Models
MF100-ACC		
MF100-PDCV		
MF100-SVM		
MF100-SVM-TS		
MF100-MDCV		
MF100-MDCV-TS		
MF100-MDCV-LS		
MF100-MDCV-LS-TS
				

Accumulator w/differential pressure unloading valve module
Proportional flow & directional control valve module
Stacked valve module
Stacked valve module w/diagnostics package
Mobile directional control valve module
Mobile directional control valve module w/diagnostics package
Load-sense mobile directional control valve module
Load-sense mobile directional control valve module
w/diagnostics package

(SHOWN)

FLEX PLATE MODULES
1. Pressure reducing/relieving valve
2. Counterbalance valve 3:1 ratio
3. Counterbalance valve 4.5:1 ratio
4. Counterbalance valve 10:1 ratio
5. Dual counterbalance valve
6. Dual cross-port relief valves
7. Differential pressure unloading valve
8. Hydro-pneumatic accumulator, diaphragm-type,1-qt (0.95 L)
9. Check valve
10. Needle valve
11. Needle valve with reverse flow check
12. Pressure compensated flow control valve – fixed
13. Pressure compensated flow control valve – fixed with reverse
flow check valve
14. Pressure compensated flow control valve – variable
15. Pressure compensated flow control valve – variable
with reverse flow check valve

16. Priority flow control valve
17. Flow divider
18. Flow divider/combiner
19. Flow divider/combiner synchronizing
20. 2-way, pilot-operated, normally passing
21. 3-port, 2-way, pilot-operated, normally non-passing
22. 3-port, 3-way, pilot-operated (open port 2 to port 3)
23. 3-port, 3-way, pilot-operated (open port 1 to port 2)
24. Hot oil shuttle valve
25. Shuttle valve
26. Back-to-back check valves
27. Pilot-to-close check valve
28. Velocity fuse
29. Air-bleed valve

SAFETY ACCESSORIES
SAFETY
BLEED
KIT
(SHOWN)

ACCUMULATOR
CHARGING
KIT
(SHOWN)
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HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
•

PUMP CAVITATION
The MF200-CAV is the most advanced trainer in the world
for teaching students everything they need to know about
cavitation, its common causes, and its devastating effect on a
hydraulic system. The transparent reservoir, transparent pump
suction line, and transparent pump outlet port transmission line
are backlit to enhance the stunning visual impact this simulator
offers. The MF200-CAV Pump Cavitation Simulator is designed to
demonstrate the following:

MF200-CAV
(SHOWN)

1.

Normal pump inlet restriction.

2.

Abnormally high pump inlet restriction.

3.

Abnormally low pump inlet restriction.

4.

What occurs when oil is discharged above the oil level in a
hydraulic reservoir.

5.

What occurs when the pump inlet is too close to the
surface of the oil – vortex.

HYDRAULIC STEERING AND HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
The Model MF300-VCLS 2-in-1 training simulator features a
fully functional, “build-and-drive” hydraulic steering system on
the front-end, and a fully functional “build-and-drive” hydrostatic
transmission on the rear-end. The steering system employs
every hydraulic component found in a typical articulated vehicle’s
steering system, including dual steering cylinders. The MF300VCLS “build-and-drive” hydrostatic transmission simulator will
have students understanding exactly how these unique hydraulic
transmissions work in no time at all.
The Model MF300-VCLS-TS simulator is a “lean, mean
troubleshooting teaching machine.” It has the same superb
capability as the standard model with the added benefit of making
almost every hydraulic component “fail” at the flick of a switch!

Available Models
MF300-VCLS
MF300-VCLS-TS

Standard model
Troubleshooting model

MF300-VCLS-TS
(SHOWN)
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HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION TRAINING SIMULATOR
Instructors who use actual front-end loaders for teaching bucket
control hydraulic systems and hydraulic steering systems
encounter the same problems as they do using a skid-steer type
loader for teaching hydrostatic transmission systems - inherent
safety hazards and the inability to safely load the bucket control
and steering systems. Which arguably makes these types of
vehicles useless for the purpose of technical education.
The MF500-HT-TSE eliminates ALL of the hazards associated
with using a skid-steer type loader as a hydrostatic transmission
training simulator because it is designed for educators not for
a construction site. Instructors can perform meaningful group
discussions and demonstrations associated with hydrostatic
transmission pre-start, adjustment, and diagnostic procedures
while the system is operating under any type of load conditions.
MF500-HT-TSE
HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION
TRAINING SIMULATOR
(SHOWN)

FP-MF500-IS-TSE
HYDRAULIC IMPLEMENT AND
ARTICULATED
Hydraulic Training Systems STEERING SYSTEM MODULE

4210 Jean-Marchand St, Quebec City, PQ, Canada G2C 1Y6
Phone: 418-688-9067 / 800-567-0791 Fax: 418-843-3444
Email: info@consulab.com

OPTIONAL
FOR THE FP-MF500-HS-TSE
MODEL
OPTIONAL IMPLEMENT AND ARTICULATED
STEERING
MODULE
Teaching and learning
hydraulics in EQUIPMENT
real-time SYSTEM

MF500-IS-TSE Hydraulic Implement

Adding the optional, and affordable, “plug-and-play”
and Articulatedhydraulic
Steering System Module (optional)
implement and articulated steering system trainer to the MF500Adding the optional, and affordable, “plug-and-play” hydrauHT-TSE hydrostatic transmission trainer transforms
it articulated
into a fully
lic implement and
steering system trainer to the
hydrostatic transmission
functional front end loader with articulated MF500-HT-TSE
hydraulic steering,
and trainer transforms it
into a fully-functional front-end loader with articulated hydraulic
a cylinder service center. The MF500-IS-TSE
hydraulic
implement
steering,
and a cylinder
service center.
and articulated steering module is designed exclusively for
educational purposes, which made safety Purpose
our number
one design
Instructors who use actual front-end loaders for
objective.
teaching bucket control hydraulic systems and
hydraulic steering systems encounter the
same problems as they do using a
skid-steer type loader for teaching
hydrostatic transmission systems inherent safety hazards and the inability
to safely load the bucket control and steering systems.
Which arguably makes these types of vehicles useless
for the purpose of technical education.

The MF500-IS-TSE hydraulic implement and articulated
steering module is designed exclusively for educational
purposes, which made safety our number one design objective.

Safety The MF500 designers identified four potential hazards asMF500-HT-TSE
sociated
with the use of front-end loaders in an educational
WITH
OPTIONAL
setting:
MF500-IS-TSE
1. Bucket riding - It is possible for a student to ride in the
(SHOWN)

bucket of a front-end loader.
2. Foot pinch-point - It is possible for the bucket of a frontend loader to be inadvertently lowered onto a student’s
foot. This problem is of particular concern if the bucket is
equipped with a float option. The float option makes
it possible for the bucket to free-fall to the ground from
any elevation if the float position is inadvertently
selected.
consulab.com
3. Unsecured load - If a student placed an object in the
bucket of a front-end loader to simulate load there is a
possibility the load could fall out if the bucket is
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Optional hydraulic implement and
articulated steering training module

MF500-IS-TSE
HYDRAULIC IMPLEMENT
The MF500
designers
eliminated these hazards:
AND
ARTICULATED
STEERING
1. No floor surface
in the bucket
- Without a floor surface
SYSTEM
MODULE

to stand on, students are not enticed into “riding” the
(SHOWN)
bucket.
2. Bucket lip and sides do not touch the ground - The entire
lower surface of the bucket is designed to stop at least
15cm (6”) off the ground to prevent foot crush hazards.
3. Safe and secure load - No floor means no loose loads,
which can fall out accidentally. The load fastens securely
to the bucket with redundant safety locks and pins.
4. Mechanical locks - The lift/lower, rollback/dump, and
articulated steering mechanisms, are void of pinchpoints. However, to give students a sense of reality,
safety locking mechanisms identical to those used in
industry were added so they can practice and learn
how important mechanical locks are and how to properly
use them.
In addition, the lift-cylinders are equipped with integral,

HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
FP-MF400-HCTS

HYDRAULIC CYLINDER TRAINING SIMULATOR

ec City, PQ, Canada G2C 1Y6
7-0791 / 810-222-4525 (USA)
o@consulab.com

Hydraulic Training Systems
Teaching and learning hydraulics in real-time

HYDRAULIC CYLINDER TRAINING SIMULATOR

TS Hydraulic Cylinder Training Simulator -

The MF400-HCTS is designed to help instructors teach and
students learn how to safely and correctly perform the following
skills:

is designed to help instructors teach
n how to safely and
the following skills:
draulic cylinder.
se the tools needed to overhaul a
der.
mponents in a hydraulic cylinder
root cause of failure.
n and gland seals.
c cylinder.
draulic cylinder.

• Overhaul a hydraulic cylinder.
• Identify and use the tools needed to overhaul a hydraulic
cylinder.
• Inspect the components in a hydraulic cylinder to
determine root cause of failure.

00-HCTS will benefit
udents and the college:

• Replace piston and gland seals.

benefit because they will:
er overhaul course with materials that
ed by cylinder overhaul specialists.
ul techniques that are based on best
ces that foster safety and efficiency in
timately in the work-place.
know information – cylinder defects
with the most common causes of
Model MF400-HCTS
e.
MF400-HCTS
(artist’s concept)
ator design makes good use of
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER
pace while creating a safe and
TRAINING SIMULATOR
arning environment.

• Test a hydraulic cylinder.
• Air bleed a hydraulic cylinder.

(SHOWN)

ill benefit because they will:

t enable them to overhaul hydraulic
y and efficiently.
needed to correctly analyze root
der failure and remedy them.
t will set them apart from others
g for jobs. Their unique abilities will
gher wages and long-term

3. Colleges will benefit because they will:
•

Attract students because students will see and
appreciate the investment the college has made in
lab equipment that is specifically designed for
teaching skills safely.
• Graduate students who will have the skill-sets
needed to get, and keep, good paying jobs.
• Serve industry well – properly trained
technicians means increased productivity and
d not only to work safely themselves
profitability
for employers.
The design of the
MF700-PN
is brilliant because it has unlimited
omote a safe working environment.
• Invest in training simulators that are designed for
their respective companies
becausepotential. Start out with a frame and enough components
growth
teaching specific skills safely leaving less chance for
increase productivity and profitability.
accidents and thus reducing liability.
totrialteach
an excellent
course in fundamental pneumatics and
d safety hazards caused by
and
overhaul practices.

BASIC PNEUMATICS

grow it, as your budget and needs change, to the most advanced
pneumatic training system on the planet. the MF700-PN is
equipped with the same safety lockout valves as those found in
industry. The most desirable place for a student to learn safety is
st, Salt Lake City, UT 84119 • Tel. 801.908.5456
Fax: 801.908.5734 • info@fpti.org
888-222-3421
alongsideWWW.CONSULAB.COM
a• caring
and concerned teacher.
Rev. 2015/09

We can supply an air compressor, or you can simply plug
the simulator into your local air supply. The on-board air
filter, water separator, and pressure regulator, insures that
the components operate at a safe pressure level, and that
there is always a clean and water-free supply of air.

Available Models
MF700S-PN
MF700D-PN

Single-sided
Double-sided

MF700-PN
BASIC PNEUMATICS
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
TRAIN THE TRAINER
At ConsuLab we don’t just offer training aids as a means to
help you teach technology, we also offer specialized training
aimed at helping you, the educator. This “Train the Trainer”
philosophy focuses not only on learning about our training
aids, and how to use them, but also by providing training
opportunities that can focus on a number of broad range
topics. We travel around the country providing training
at various events. In addition, we can make our training
available to you on a local level at your school. We receive
invitations to attend numerous events every year and make
an effort to attend as many as possible so that we can assist
instructors in teaching both simple and complex technologies
to their students. Our training presentations are offered by
our experienced and talented staff who have more than
100 years (combined) as automotive educators. We know
the difficulties and struggles in trying to teach automotive
technology to today’s students, and we want to help.
If any of our training presentations can save you time or
help you explain technical information to your students
better, then we feel like we’ve done our job.
For more information about bringing half-day or all-day training to your school or event, please contact your local
ConsuLab representative. See the inside cover of this catalog for contact information.

CURRICULUM
Teaching automotive technology can be a challenge! Today’s automotive students have different learning styles
that need to be recognized and considered whenever planning a lesson. In automotive education, we know that
we are often dealing with kinesthetic learners, which is just a big word for hands on! At ConsuLab we strive to be
that hands on connection between the classroom lesson and the live vehicle activities. Our training aids are real
world applications of textbook content.
At ConsuLab, we also understand that the best learning happens when discovery is involved. We have found
that diagnostic strategies are developed and proven on our training aids, strategies that interpret directly to an
automobile. As students complete hands on tasks that produce understanding, confidence is built.
Curriculum can be broadly defined as the totality of student experiences that occur within the educational process.
And the automotive instructor is the heart of this process, so at ConsuLab, we look at all of our training aid
support material through the eyes of an instructor. We ask ourselves; how can we make it work in the classroom
faster and easier so that the instructor can best spend their time facilitating learning, not learning the trainer. We
truly want you to get the most out of each and every piece of equipment we design!
We appreciate the opportunity to be your kinesthetic connection and are sincere when we say we want to help
you teach technology!
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCT CURRICULUM EXAMPLES
Certain ConsuLab products are provided with curriculum designed to assist instructors in teaching technology. Typical curriculum can
consist of theoretical explanations, student assignments, wiring schematic instructions, competence tests and instructor answer keys.
LEARNING MODULES — COMPONENTS

LEARNING MODULES — ASSN # 18

116

140

RELAY

ASSIGNMENT # 18

LIGHT BULB CIRCUITS WITH RESISTANCES

Relays are commonly used throughout the electrical industry. A relay performs the function of controlling a
high amperage circuit with a very small amperage control circuit. Prior to the use of relays, very large wires
had to be connected to switches that were capable of handling the high current of the devices being controlled.

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET

NAME ___________________________________ CLASS ______________________ DATE ___________
3. What is the description of each bulb’s performance?
A. ____________________________________ Bulb L1’s condition.
B. _____________________________________ Bulb L2’s condition.
C. _____________________________________ Bulb L3 LO’s condition.

RELAY
SCHEMATIC SYMBOL

4. Voltage drop testing of circuit:
A. ___________________ Voltage drop across bulb L1.
B. ___________________ Voltage drop across bulb L2.
C. ___________________ Voltage drop across bulb L3 LO.
D. ___________________ Voltage drop of the ground circuit of bulb L3 LO.
E. ___________________ Voltage drop of the ground circuit of bulb L1.
F. ___________________ Voltage drop of the ground circuit of bulb L2.

A relay has two “parts” or is divided into two distinct portions. One is called the “CONTROLLED LOAD”
(HIGH CURRENT) side and often controls the turning on or off devices such as motors. The other is called
“CONTROL” (LOW CURRENT) side and usually contains some type of switch or switching circuit to turn the
relay on and off. The CONTROL side (COIL CIRCUIT) contains a coil of wire which when supplied with a
positive and negative source, creates a magnetic field which in turn moves a mechanical switch inside the relay
which either connects or disconnects high current contacts. Either the positive or negative (ground) side of
the coil can be switched to control the relay. A very common relay used in automotive circuits is the ISO 5-pin
relay. ISO stands for International Standards Organization and indicates that the terminal placement, configuration and identification of this relay will be identical regardless of manufacturer. The CL-1919-05 uses a standard 5-pin relay (shown below).

6. Voltage drop testing for the positive side of bulb L1 circuit with one voltmeter lead on red positive
receptacles.
A. ____________________ Terminal O of switch SW1.
B. ____________________ Terminal I of switch SW1.
C. ____________________ Terminal N of resistor R3.
D. ____________________ Terminal O of resistor R3.
E. ____________________ Terminal A of bulb L1.

CL-1919-05 ISO 5-PIN RELAY
PIN IDENTIFICATION CHART

9.
85

11. _________________ Available voltage at bulb L3 LO.

87a

87

12. _________________ Voltage drop of bulb L3 LO ground circuit.
13. Voltage drop testing of bulb L3 LO positive circuit.
A. _______________Terminal P of resistor R4.
B. _______________Terminal Q of resistor R4.
C. _______________Terminal I of switch SW1.
D. _______________Terminal O of switch SW1.
E. ________________Red positive receptacles of trainer.

30
PIN

DESCRIPTION

85

NORMALLY COIL GROUND

86

NORMALLY COIL 12V FEED

30

12V FEED IN FOR CONTROLLED CIRCUIT or 12V OUT TO CONTROLLED COMPONENT

87a

NORMALLY CLOSED CONTACT — CAN BE 12V FEED IN or 12V OUT TO CONTROLLED COMPONENT

87

NORMALLY OPEN CONTACT — CAN BE 12V FEED IN or 12V OUT TO CONTROLLED COMPONENT

30 to 87a

NORMALLY CLOSED WHEN RELAY IS OFF

30 to 87

NORMALLY OPEN WHEN RELAY IS OFF

________________________ voltage drop of positive side of bulb L1 circuit.

10. ___________________________________________________________________condition of bulb L1.
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INSTRUCTOR’S CHECK: _____________________________ DATE:_____________________________
CREDIT/GRADE: ____________________________
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20. In a typical PULSE WIDTH MODULATED circuit, if the source voltage is 14.50 volts and the voltmeter
connected to the controlled device reads 3.62 volts, approximately what would a DUTY CYCLE meter read?
A. 50%
C. 25%
B. 75%
D. 100%
21. With a source voltage of 14.00 volts, what is the amount of voltage available to the controlled device on a
PULSE WIDTH MODULATED circuit running at 50% DUTY CYCLE?
A. 12.00 volts
B. 7.00 volts

C. 14.00
D. 6.00 volts

Examine the scope pattern of a PWM circuit below.

22. Which answer would best describe what a voltmeter would read on a PWM circuit with the above scope
pattern?
A. 12 volts
C. 9 volts
B. 6 volts
D. 3 volts
Use the opposite schematic to answer questions # 23 - # 26.
23. What would be the voltmeter reading at test point 1?
A. 12 volts
C. 6 volts
B. 0 volts
D. -6 volts
24. What would be the voltmeter reading at test point 2?
A. 12 volts
C. 6 volts
B. 0 volts
D. -6 volts
25. What would be the voltmeter reading at test point 3?
A. 12 volts
C. 6 volts
B. 0 volts
D. -6 volts
26. What would be the voltmeter reading at test point 4?
A. 12 volts
C. 6 volts
B. 0 volts
D. -6 volts
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
SOCIAL MEDIA THOUGHTS
How many companies actually believe in social media? Those companies that are progressive and embrace
technology, that’s who. That is why we are extremely active on multiple social media platforms.
We strive to interact with our customers in whatever manner that they prefer, and that includes using social
media. ConsuLab has a vibrant and active social media presence. Connect with us on Facebook where we will
share news from your programs, give the latest product updates, and post photos and updated from training
events we attend.
We also are on Twitter where within 140 characters we communicate product updates and Tweet out news
from within the industry. Got something you want to talk about? Just Tweet us @ConsuLab and we will get the
conversation going, and maybe even create a trending hashtag.
LinkedIn is another social platform that we encourage everyone to join. Follow our company on our official
LinkedIn page. But beyond that, we have created an open user group on LinkedIn that might be of interest
to each of you. The Automotive Educators forum is a gathering place for educators to talk about ideas, share
industry news and even post jobs. The Automotive Educators forum on LinkedIn is YOUR voice. All of these links
are available on our website or you can contact Jimmy Dinsmore at jdinsmore@consulab.com for all questions
related to social media. Social media is just one way we use to communicate with our customers and also to
promote ways in which we can help you teach technology.

SUPPORT OF SKILLS CANADA
ConsuLab is a dedicated partner of all of the student Skills organisations. Our mission to help you teach
technology aligns with the overall objectives of Skills Canada, which is to encourage and support a coordinated
Canadian approach to promoting skilled trades and technologies to youth.
In donating our time, whether as judges or hosting a Try-a-Trade station at a competition, or providing training
equipment for use in regional, provincial, or national Skills Competitions, we help encourage promoting the
skilled trades and technologies to Canadian youth. Whether in automotive service technician, auto body, or
heavy vehicle maintenance programmes, ConsuLab provides training equipment which can help your students
prepare for competitions and ultimately success in their chosen careers.
Over the years as a partner with Skills Canada, ConsuLab training aids have been used in regional Skills
competitions, the provincial competitions in Alberta, Ontario, Québec, and Saskatchewan, as well as national
Skills Canada competitions.
If there is an opportunity at your local, regional, or provincial level in which you would like us to participate, please
let us know. Whenever possible, we want to support as many Skills Canada competitions as possible. We always
enjoy attending these events and seeing students who have used our training aids do well in these competitions.
ConsuLab has and will always continue to support Skills Canada at all levels.
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
ONLINE TRAINING RESOURCES / INFORMATION SHARING
A turn-key solution includes more than high-quality training aids. Product support materials are a vital part of any
solution.
All product support materials developed by Consulab are designed to help save you time and help your students
gain knowledge and increase their abilities as a technician.
ConsuLab product support materials include not only basic operation manuals and guides, but subject theory,
student lab activities, assessment tests and instructor keys as well as.
Additional instructor resources are also available at no charge online at www.consulab.com. These resources
are updated and added to on a regular basis.
Electronic copies of product manuals and curriculum are also available on our website at no charge after your
product purchase.
Contact ConsuLab for more information.

PRICING POLICY
ConsuLab products are intended for educational institutions. Our pricing structure takes into account the specific
needs of this market and are not sold through any third-party distributor anywhere in Canada.
Your can quickly request a quote using the ‘Get a Quote’ button on our website, or by calling or emailing us at
sales@consulab.com.
All quotes will have standard shipping charges shown either on the freight line or in the “Remarks” section of the
quote.
If you require any additional delivery services (i.e. lift gate at delivery, inside delivery, delivery appointment, etc.),
please let us know at the time of the quote so that these charges can be calculated for your budget.
If budgeting and yearly planning is new or old hat to you, we can help you establish a long-term plan for your
programme and help you set up a wish list of products.
We have many years’ experience in assisting instructors and departments with the implementation of training aids
in their classrooms.
We understand the value of your time and are confident that our products can help you do what you do best, which
is TEACHING TECHNOLOGY, discover how easy and low-pressure our process is. We are always here to help
you teach technology!
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HELPING YOU TEACH TECHNOLOGY
TRAINING AIDS v. LIVE VEHICLES
At ConsuLab, we understand that learning best happens when discovery is involved. We have found that diagnostic
strategies which interpret directly to a live vehicle are developed and proven on our training products. So, the question is
raised: “Why use a training aid when a real vehicle is more relevant?” This is not a new question and those instructors who
ask this question have a valid point. In speaking with different instructors who use training aids in their programs, they have
all said that it enhances the learning experience in various ways.
Accessibility
A complete vehicle, while nice to work on, has its limitations. You cannot always have all of your students able to see what
it is you are trying to show. Training aids, through their size and isolated systems, allow demonstrations to larger groups
where a complete vehicle may obstruct some students’ view.
Space
We can get around the fact that live cars take up room. If you are working on an engine, you have the back half of a vehicle
taking up valuable shop and lab floor space. With their compact size, training aids can help you maximize floor space,
allowing more students to perform work simultaneously.
Practice Makes Perfect
As one instructor said, “When teaching students how something works, it is nice to have a trainer on which to demonstrate.
TRAINERS HELP TO BUILD THE BRIDGE FROM THE THEORY TO THE CAR.” There will often be diagnostic and
operational conditions which you students may not often encounter in the shop. A trainer helps you present these uncommon
but important situations in a controlled environment. Having students know that they can accurately perform diagnostic
procedures builds their confidence.
Inventory Management
Having your students working on a live vehicle is the ultimate goal of every instructor; however, it requires extra set up time
for you, the instructor. Replacing working components with known defective parts to simulate real-world situations takes
time away from your already busy schedule. Identifying parts for each make and model, keeping track of the inventory of
defective and working parts, and installing those parts in the vehicles takes eats up valuable time.
Our trainers equipped with fault boxes allow you to insert known and common fault issues without students seeing and
identifying worn or altered parts. The student has to follow the diagnostic procedure to identify the problem.

WHY THE EMPHASIS ON OEM?
Our philosophy regarding training aids for motive power programs is to give students a hands-on experience which cannot
be achieved using simulations. Our training aids are built using real-world OEM components instead of simulations or
aftermarket parts. This provides a direct correlation between our trainers and vehicles, helping to bridge the gap between
theory and the car, thus increasing the educational advantages and outcomes of any ConsuLab product. Students find
learning more “related” to those real-world experiences which they will find in the industry.
In addition, using OEM system components and parts provides student learning opportunities with the numerous service
information databases, all of which require technicians to obtain OEM diagnostic and repair procedures for vehicles. Using
OEM parts also allows students practice for the lookup of replacement parts, thus helping them to develop accurate repair
estimates and ordering repair parts.
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